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Letter #4 (Black in, single sided)
Note: letter seems to be part of another letter, no date, Pre-1953, E.B. still alive
Letter
I feel like a bit more visiting so will include this extra –
We had a nice (brief) visit with Frank Kemmnis and wife and expect you will have had a call
from them too by now – as they expected to go to Sidney – Frank didn’t seem quite like we
remembered him – but I enjoyed the visit very much.
Mr. + Mrs. Brattice had called on us too, just the week before and visits with our farmer
neighbors is always such a pleasure – we are expected several more such visits soon. Leonard
will come early in July – Betty too some time and Edna said they might come again too, if
Harold could arrange to drive up.
Dads condition does not improve, but he is looking forward to see the children and hole the
weather won’t be too warm this summer. It’s beautiful now – but the hot days are hard on both
of us – tho the electric fan helps a lot. A neighbor helps me handle Dad now, when I try to get
him up. Hope all is going well now. Suppose Joyce is happy and living a joyous live in her new
home. Good wishes – Good Luck – and best wishes for all – Lotta and E.B.

